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Abstract - Image restoration is  the action of taking a degraded or noisy image and estimating the clean original image. 

Image Restoration is made public as methodology to revive a degraded or distorted image to its original content and 

quality. Pictures get corrupted as a result of varied reasons throughout transmission. These corrupted pictures fail to 

point out the precise feature of the image and to form these pictures clearly visible to any or all, these unwanted options 

should be removed by exploitation some technique. There are alternative ways of adding noise or blur to the image 

likewise as removing that noise and blur from the image. The target of restoration is to enhance the quality of a digital 

image that has been degraded as a results of varied moderately noise or blur other into it. The objective of the paper is to 

presents a time-line read of the advances created within the field of Image Restoration techniques. 

 

Index Terms - Digital Image Processing, Mean Square Error, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, Root Mean Square Error. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image process suggests  to deals with varied actions to vary a picture. Digital image process (DIP) could be a part 

of signal process where image are processed using different types of computer algorithms. This algorithm will 

be changed so we are able to additionally amendment the looks (color, size) of the digital image simply and quickly. Digital 

Image process has varied  applications in varied studies and researches of science and technology and the number of fields that 

use Digital Image process embrace finger print, medical fields, photography [2]. 

 

Since the first days of art and photography, filling-in and painting has been done by skilled creator. Imitating their performance 

with semi-automatic digital techniques is presently an active field of research. The filling-in of missing  information with 

applications together with image writing and wireless image transmission (e.g., restoring lost blocks), computer graphics (e.g., 

removal of objects), and image restoration (e.g., scratch removal) could be vital in image process [4]. 

 

 

What is image restoration? 

The area of image restoration aims to reconstruct the uncorrupted image from a blurred or corrupted image. Primarily, it tries to 

perform an operation on the image that is the reverse of the imperfections within the image formation system within the use of 

image restoration ways, the characteristics of the degrading system and therefore the noise measure assumed to be notable from 

before. In sensible state of affairs, one might not be able to acquire this information directly from the image formation method. 

The aim of blur identification is to see the attributes of imperfect imaging system from the ascertained degraded image itself 

before the restoration method. Image Restoration refers to a gaggle of ways or techniques that that focuses to remove the noises 

that have occurred whereas the digital image was being obtained [2]. 

 

Image Restoration is outlined as method to revive a degraded/distorted image to its original content and quality. The objective 

of restoration is to boost the standard of a digital image that has been degraded as a result of varied reasonably noise or 

blur added into it [3]. 
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Fig. 1.1. Model of Image Restoration 

 

Before the arrival of computers and computer code like Photoshop, most image restoration was done by restoration consultants 

like galley or museum art restorers. Repairs were applied on to the broken image and consisted mostly of air brushing over the 

concerned area. This is often still the popular methodology for valuable historical photos like those found in repository 

collections. This sort of work is extremely costly and not sometimes needed by the typical person who wants to repair recent 

broken family photos. But as of now, it's currently attainable through the utilization of computers and computer code, to revive 

virtually any image at terribly affordable costs rather than operating directly on the broken image, a replica is created employing a 

scanner. Once all repairs are stored to the copy using various software, a replacement print may be created. The ultimate digital 

image file of the repaired image may be saved as associate copy and replaces the requirement for a negative. [4] 

 

NOISE- 

 

Image noise is random changes in brightness, contrast or color  information in image. A facet of electronic noise may be created 

by the device and electronic equipment of a scanner. Film grain conjointly up by image noise. Image noise is associate degree 

undesirable by-product of image capture that adds spurious and extraneous info. "Noise" means "unwanted signal"; unwanted 

electrical fluctuations in signal received by AM radios caused loud acoustic noise ("static"). By analogy unwanted electrical 

fluctuations themselves came to be called "noise". Image noise is, of course, inaudible [1]. 
 

The main sources of noise in digital pictures arise throughout image acquisition (digitization) and transmission. The performance 

of the imaging sensors is suffering from a range of things, like environmental conditions throughout image acquisition, and by 

quality of the sensing components themselves. Like pictures with a CCD camera, light-weight levels and detector measure major 

factors moving the quantity of noise within the ensuing image. Once it hass been mentioned on noise it are often introduced 

within the image, either at the time of image capturing  or at the time of image transmission. 

 

Degradation Model 

 

Capturing a picture precisely as it seems within the globe is quite troublesome if not  possible. Just in case of photography or 

imaging systems these square measure caused by the granularity of the emulsion, motion-blur, and camera focus issues. The 

results of these degradations is that the image is associate approximation of the initial image. The above stated degradation 

method will adequately be processed by a linear spatial model as shown in Figure 1.2. The initial input may be a two-dimensional 

(2D) image f(x, y). This image is operated on by the system degradation function H and when the addition of n(x, y), one will 

acquire the degraded image g(x, y) and when applying restoration filters we get a renovated image f′(x, y) [8]. The image 

degradation process can be modeled by the following equation: 

 

g(x, y) = H (x, y) * f (x, y) + n (x, y).                                       (1) 
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Fig 1.2. Degradation Model 

 
Degradation and its causes- 

 

All natural pictures once displayed have responded to some type of degradation: 

 The degradation could occur throughout show mode. 

  The degradation could occur once camera is within the acquisition mode. 

 The degradation could occur because of  detector noise . 

 The degradations even could blur as a result of camera misfocus . 

 The degradation could occur as a result of relative object-camera motion. 

 The degradation could occur thanks to random environmental turbulence  

In most of the prevailing image restoration strategies we tend to assume that the degradation method may be delineated 

employing a mathematical model [3]. 

 

 
Image Restoring Filtering Technique- 

 

1.Median Filtering- Median filtering could be a vital and wide used techniques of filtering and best known for its wonderful 

noise reduction ability from the images [1]. During this technique we discover the median of the element replace the element by 

median of the grey levels in their neighbourhood of that pixels.The median filter is employed to get rid of the noise like salt and 

pepper. It has the potential with significantly more sharpening than linear smoothing filters of the similar size. By the filtering it 

keeps the values or perimeters same and removes only noise. This makes the image deblur as different smoothing strategies [2]. 

 

2.Adaptive Filtering-An adaptive filter that uses the grey and color area for removal impulsive noise in pictures. All process is 

predicated on the grey and color area. This may give the simplest noise suppression results and higher preserve skinny lines, 

edges and image details and yield higher image quality compared to different filters [1]. 

 

3.Linear Filtering-Linear filter we can easily remove the noise from the captured or downloaded image with the help of function 

called filter function. This filter can be performed through salt and pepper and Gaussian noise. 

 

4.Weiner Filtering- Wiener filter incorporates each the degradation operate and statistical characteristics of noise into the 

restoration method. 

 

5.Histogram Equalization- This technique conjointly accustomed restore the image. Throughout histogram illustration the image 

produces contract intensities that aren't well distributed. 

 

6.Contrast Limited-Adaptive bar chart Equalization(CLAHE) - CLAHE is work on little regions within the image that's 

referred to as tiles instead of the complete image. Every tile’s contrast is increased thus histogram of the output region just about 

matches the bar chart such by distributed parameter [1]. 

 

7.Decision  Filter- Decision based mostly Filter addresses the restrictions of median filter during which only median values used 

for the replacement of the corrupted pixels. The new rule firstly detects the impulse noise within the image. The corrupted and 

uncorrupted parts within the image detected by checking the pixel element worth against the utmost and minimum values within 

the window chosen [1]. This new decision based mostly filter is employed for the economical restoration of extremely impulse 

corrupted pictures. The impulse filtering technique detects the noisy pixels by testing them for corruption with an additional 

acceptable noise detector and replaces by a far valid intensity that may carry on the image fidelity to more extent. The impulse 
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detector is originated from among the authentic pixels of the window to avoid the mis-detection of signals as noise. The noisy 

picture elements are replaced by a additional reliable price obtained from a more in-depth neighbourhood of the corrupted pixel 

[8]. 

 
Applications of Image Restoration  

 

Applications within the field of image restoration are:  

 The initial application of digital image restoration within the engineering community was within the space of 

astronomical imaging. Extraterrestrial observations of the world and therefore the planets were degraded by motion blur 

as a results of slow camera shutter speeds relative to fast craft motion. 

 The astronomical imaging degradation downside is usually characterised by Poisson noise, Gaussian noise etc.  within 

the space of medical imaging, image restoration has compete a really vital role. Restoration has been used for 

mammograms, filtering of Poisson distributed film-grain noise in chest X-rays and digital angiographic pictures, and for 

the removal of additive noise in resonance Imaging.  

 Another vital application of restoration technique is to revive aging and deteriorated films. The film restoration is 

usually related to digital techniques square measure wont to eliminate scratches and mud from recent movies and 

conjointly to modify black and white films. There has been vital add the world of restoration of image sequences and 

well explained in literature.  

 The increasing space of application for digital image restoration is that within the field of image and video writing. As 

techniques square measure developed to enhance writing potency, and cut back the bit rates of coded pictures. abundant 

has been accomplished to develop ways in which of restoring coded pictures as a post-processing step to be performed 

when decompression.  

 Digital image recovery has conjointly been wont to restore blurred X-ray pictures of craft wings to enhance aeronautic 

federal management procedures. it's for the recovery of the motion induced within the gift frame or composite effects, 

and is usually used, restoring tv pictures blurred uniformly [2]. 

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

J.Najeer Ahamed, V. Rajamani (2009) [9] Author proposes a unique methodology of hybrid filter for denoising digital 

pictures corrupted by mixed noise has been conferred. The planned style of hybrid filter utilizes the idea of neuro fuzzy 

network and spacial domain filtering. This methodology incorporates improved adjustive wiener filter and adjustive median 

filter to cut back white mathematician noise and impulse noise severally. The sting detector is capable of extracting edges from 

filtered pictures that has been blurred because of totally different filtering actions  knowledge accomplished from the sting 

detector, noise filter with the corrupted image along type the coaching knowledge set. The foremost prime of the planned 

operator over most alternative operators is that it offers glorious line, edge, detail, and texture preservation performance 

whereas, at identical time, effectively removing noise from the input image. 

 

Charu Khare et. al. (2011) [7] Author scrutiny numerous image restoration techniques like Richardson-Lucy formula, Wiener 

filter, Neural Network approach, on the premise of PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio). 

 

Geoffrine Judith.M.C et.al. (2011) [8] Author proposes a brand new call primarily based median filtering formula is 

conferred for the reduction of impulse noise from digital pictures. Here, we tend to replace the impulse noise corrupted picture 

element by the median of the picture element scanned in four directions. The signal restoration theme of this filter adapts to the 

numerous impulse noise ratios whereas deciding Associate in Nursing applicable signal trained worker from a reliable 

neighbourhood. The experimental results of this filter applied on numerous pictures corrupted with most ratios of impulse noise 

favour the filter in terms of judgment and judgement than several of the opposite distinguished impulse noise filters. 

 

Priyanka Rajesh Gulhane et.al. (2012) [6] Author proposes plan is backup man the missing block with the knowledge 

propagating from the encompassing pixels. Here the aim is to backup man the gap of missing knowledge in a very kind that's 

non-detectable by a normal observer. this method provides a way to revive broken region of a picture, such the image 

appearance complete and natural when restoration. Applications of this method embody the restoration of recent pictures and 

removal of superimposed text like dates, subtitles, or subject matter. The performance of this methodology is tested for 

numerous pictures and mixtures of lost blocks. 

 

Pooja Kaushik et.al. (2012) [5] Author compared the various image sweetening techniques by victimisation their quality 

parameters (MSE & PSNR) & planned a brand new erosion sweetening technique. this method provides higher result than 

alternative techniques and their PSNR price is high & MSE is low. The experimental results show that the planned sweetening 

methodology provides higher results. 

 

Chaahat et.al. (2013) [4] The author proposes “Probabilistic Recovery Filling-In Technique for Image Restoration” which can 

notice the corrupted and missing picture elements and therefore the likelihood of recovery on specific pixel is planned. For 

corrupted pixels, if likelihood of recovery of picture element is < hr then matching of the picture element from close are going 
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to be done. If recovery likelihood of corrupted picture element is >60%, then matching of the picture element are going to be 

through with the remaining a part of that exact picture element. For fully missing pixels, finding the missing block method are 

going to be carried and matching with close is nice choice during this case. The analysis can offer higher quality of image 

when recovery. 

 

Anamika Maurya et.al. (2014) [2] The author proposes to produce a telegraphic summary of most helpful restoration models 

Different types of image restoration techniques like wiener filter, inverse filter, regular filter, Richardson –Lucy formula, 

neural network approach ,wavelet primarily based approach, blind deconvolution area unit delineated and strength and 

weakness of every approach area unit known. 

 

Gurpinder Kaur Sivia et.al. (2014) [3] Author conferred novel and economical formula that mixes the benefits of 2 filling in 

techniques. during this paper, “Hybrid Filling-in technique for image restoration” is conferred during which 2 filling-in 

techniques area unit wont to restore the broken image. within the hybrid technique initial Probabilistic Recovery Filling-in 

technique is enforced to search out out the distortion within the pixels. During this technique corrupted and missing pixels area 

unit based consistent with tenuity of pixels and fixed by victimisation info from the encompassing pixels. when this approach 

the planned filling-in technique is enforced to revive the rip-roaring and distorted image during which GLCM is employed to 

scan the properties of image. This analysis can give higher quality of results as compare to previous techniques. Then the 

results of Probabilistic Recovery and Hybrid Filling in techniques square measure compared. 

 

Jyoti Kamboj et.al. (2015) [1] Author proposes a replacement hybrid filter that is combination of median filter and call or 

hybrid filter is planned for reducing the unwanted noises and supply highest quality image. planned filter give best result as 

compare to different filter. 

 

III. Table 1.1 Study of various image restoration filtering techniques 

Sr. 

No. 

Technique Proposed by Based on Findings 

1. Filling in 

technique 

Priyanka Rajesh 

Gulhane, 

V.T.Gaikwad 

MSE & PSNR This paer identifies the filling-in method 

which is applied to several different types of 

datasets of missing blocks images. 

2. Hybrid filter Jyoti Kamboj, 

Er.Suveg Moudgil 

PSNR Value This paper identifies the hybrid median filter 

which is a combination of hybrid and median 

filter and overcome the limitations of both 

the filters. 

3. Decision based 

median Filter 

Geoffrine Judith, 

N.Kumarasabapathy 

MSE,CT, PSNR This paper identifies the Decision based 

filter which is capable of producing outputs 

from images corrupted by higher level of 

impulse noise. 

4. Hybrid filter J.Najeer Ahamed, 

V.Rajamani 

Neuro fuzzy 

network & spatial 

domain filtering  

This paper identifies a novel hybrid filtering 

operator which is a combination of improved 

weiner filter and adaptive median filter for 

removing two types of noise called guassian 

noise and impulse noise 

5. Hybrid filling in 

technique 

Gurpinder Kaur 

Sivia, 

Amanpreet Kaur 

MSE,PSNR, 

RMSE, 

CONTRAST 

This paper identifies the combination of two 

techniques called Probabilistic Recovery 

Filling-in technique and proposed filling-in 

technique and the combination of two 

techniques gives better results 

6. Hybrid filtering 

technique 

Anamika Maurya, 

Rajilnder tiwari 

Weiner filter, 

inverse filter, 

regularized filter, R 

–L algorithm, 

neural network 

approach , wavelet 

based approach 

This paper identifies the image fusion 

techniques using two algorithms 

7. Filling-in 

technique 

Chaahat,  

Mrs. Madhu Bahl 

Gray scale 

operation 

This paper identifies an image restoration 

technique with refined filling in technique. 

8. New erosion 

enhancement 

technique 

Pooja Kaushik, 

Yuvraj Sharma 

PSNR & MSE This paper identifies the different techniques 

are applied to make the MSE lower and 

PSNR high. 
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9. Richardson-Lucy 

algorithm, 

Wiener filter, 

Neural Network 

Charu Khare, Kapil 

Kumar Nagwanshi 

PSNR This paper identifies the better restoration 

based on neural network as compare to Lucy 

Richardson, weiner filter and Inverse filter. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper various image restoration techniques using filters are measured. Hybrid filter nullify all the shortcomings of 

median filter and it show higher result as compare to median filter, however a planned filter referred to as Hybrid Median filter 

overcome each limitation of noise. Combination of  two techniques referred to as Probabilistic Recovery Filling-in technique 

and planned filling-in technique and therefore the combination of two techniques provides higher results. A unique hybrid 

filtering operator that may be a combination of improved weiner filter and adaptive median filter for removing two styles of 

noise referred to as guassian noise and impulse noise. Higher restoration supported neural network as compare to Lucy 

Richardson, weiner filter and Inverse filter. completely different techniques  measure applied to create the MSE lower and 

PSNR high. Additional research is feasible with more parameters on differing kinds of images. 
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